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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This story is about a very brave researcher at Columbia University who co-authored a paper on

risks associated with COVID vaccination (“vaccine-induced fatality rate”), in October 2021.

The researcher’s name is Spiro Pantazatos, Ph.D. He is an Assistant Professor of Clinical

Neurobiology (Psychiatry) at Columbia University. He is also Research Scientist at the New York

State Psychiatric Institute. The title of his paper (a preprint) is “COVID vaccination and age-

stratiVed all-cause mortality risk”:

“Accurate estimates of COVID vaccine-induced severe adverse event and death rates are

critical for risk-bene<t ratio analyses of vaccination and boosters against SARS-CoV-2

coronavirus in different age groups. However, existing surveillance studies are not

designed to reliably estimate life-threatening event or vaccine-induced fatality rates

(VFR).

Here, regional variation in vaccination rates was used to predict all-cause mortality and

non-COVID deaths in subsequent time periods using two independent, publicly available

datasets from the US and Europe (month-and week-level resolutions, respectively).”

Currently Dr. Pantazatos is trying to fund a home for this paper but all journals where he

submitted it have declined so far.

Dr. Pantazatos was interviewed for the “Perspectives on the Pandemic” series, and in my opinion,

the interview came out stunning (with a disclaimer that the topic is gruesome, so it’s a stunning

interview about a horrible thing). Dr. Pantazatos’ presentation is so graceful and even-headed

that it could be “the” video to send to your friends who have been calling you crazy all this time!

Dr. Pantazatos’ Initial COVID Position Was 100% “Mainstream”

Early in the pandemic, Dr. Pantazatos was very moved by the vivid images that the media was

feeding us — and, as a result, he became terriVed of the virus. His initial plan was to lockdown

inside his house until the vaccines came out.

What Compelled Him to Get More Skeptical

But then he started looking at data presented by scientists like John Ioannidis, for example, and

he quickly realized that the situation was different from the one painted by the media.

Then Dr. Pantazatos’ co-author on this paper, Herve Seligmann, came up with an analysis of

European data showing a consistent trend where a vaccination campaign seemed to be

accompanied by an increase in all-cause mortality during the month following the vaccination

campaign.

Dr. Pantazatos didn’t like that conclusion very much as it implied the unthinkable, and so he

decided to do his own analysis based on the U.S. data (vaccinations and all-cause mortality),

published by the CDC. And when he did his analysis using the U.S. data, it showed the same

trend. His analysis of the CDC data showed that following a vaccination campaign in a given

locality, there was an increase in all-cause mortality during the following month, followed by a

decrease.

In Dr. Pantazatos’ opinion, the risk associated with COVID injections is comparable to the risk

associated with getting COVID — if the risk associated with COVID is assessed at the high, early-

in-the-pandemic level. And given that the two risks are comparable, and the injection risks seem

to increase with each subsequent does — and the pharma companies are pushing for boosters

from here into the horizon — he believes that we really need to discuss the VFR.

Why Rejection From the Journals Then?

Interestingly, Dr. Pantazatos mentioned in the interview that even before 2020, he was well aware

of the fact that the process of getting scientiVc works published in prestigious journals was

tainted. He referred to the 2005 article in “PLOS Medicine” called, “Medical Journals Are an

Extension of the Marketing Arm of Pharmaceutical Companies” that talked about how exactly the

journals are incentivized by pharma companies.

Furthermore, scientists themselves have developed a habit of trading total integrity of research

for the prestige and beneVts of having their works published — and so even before 2020, it was

not uncommon for researchers to “massage” the angle etc. in order to Vt in. From myself, I would

like to add the following quote from the Lancet:

“Much of the scienti<c literature, perhaps half, may simply be untrue. APicted by studies

with small sample sizes, tiny effects, invalid exploratory analyses, and Ragrant conRicts

of interest, together with an obsession for pursuing fashionable trends of dubious

importance, science has taken a turn towards darkness,” wrote Richard Horton, the

Editor-in-Chief of The Lancet in 2015.

Incidentally, I wrote an article about corruption in the medical establishment last year, in case you

are curious.

The Importance of Speaking Out

Dr. Pantazatos is not shy at all about sharing his analysis, and he is also tremendously graceful

and humble when presenting it. Personally, I am very impressed by Dr. Pantazatos’ scientiVc

integrity and his ability to actually “follow the science” — as well as by the grace with which he

presents this rather ugly topic.

He believes the issue is important, and speaking out is crucial. His message for other scientists

is to Vnd their voice and stop being silent.

Full transcript of the interview.

About the Author

To Vnd more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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juststeve
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It has become a major hurdle to follow the science. First if what little information not suppressed is brought out then Legacy Media

viliVes anyone one who reports it. Then months down the road when it cannot be denied even by the likes of Fauci, even if he

begrudgingly slips out small glimmers of truth, then Legacy Media or the Faux Chucker's continue to attack it as misinformation. Those

who have become consumed by the Covid Fear Porn have deaf ears. One can only speculate as to why they do not respond with the

proper outrage. Knowing some very intelligent people who have drowned in Fauci Kool-Aid lock stock and barrel, it seems it is

intelligence being overridden by emotional hot buttons. It is the century old germ-a-phobia indoctrination & the over obsessively

compulsion to engage in excessive cleaning & chasing what are actually dis-ease causing behavior's leading to a treadmill of

never-ending pills, vax's now Jab/s until the long lingering suffering ends when death arrives.
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Yes, Just, true science is discriminated against by the globalist elite. The CDC is a threat to science and to people's health. A pair

of state senators are pushing for a grand jury to investigate the CDC and FDA over their handling of the Wuhan coronavirus

pandemic. Senators Kim Thatcher and Dennis Linthicum, both of Oregon, have called on Acting US Attorney Scott E. Asphaug to

launch an immediate investigation. They are backed by more than 1,718 Oregonians who have signed their petition, as well as

53,032 Americans from other states. In their petition, Thatcher and Linthicum raised concerns about how the FDA and CDC have

been measuring and reporting adverse reactions to the Chinese virus "vaccine," including serious injuries and deaths.

They also claim that the CDC's VAERS is kawed, capturing only a small percentage of actual vaccine injuries and deaths. Another

point of contention is PCR testing, which has been proven time and time again to be fraudulent. A major problem with these tests

is that they can be easily manipulated by increasing the cycle threshold count, in effect creating "false positives resulting in

inkated numbers of COVID cases, hospitalizations, and deaths," the letter explains.

www.theepochtimes.com/oregon-senators-call-for-investigation-into-alle..  (October 12, 2021)
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Media outlets like CNN, and Big Tech have sought to control the COVID narrative from the start. This has caused people who are

unaware that volumes of contrary information about COVID, including valuable information about available therapies like

ivermectin and HCQ, to turn to the poisonous “vaccines” known to Fauci to be effective, have been suppressed. Dr. Mercola and

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., are among the group who have exposed the real science. There are many, many others: doctors,

virologists, epidemiologists, biologists, pathologists, et al. who have opposed the narratives of the CDC and WHO from the

beginning. They're all routinely banned from social media, their columns suppressed, their videos disappeared in the never-never

land of the internet.

The entirety of the left-wing media makes fun of them and aims to permanently discredit them, all of them. The people who run

this country, including the social media barons and their media cohorts, many of them compromised by the CCP, are deciding for

themselves what information we can see and read. "If liberty means anything at all, it means the right to tell people what they do

not want to hear."― George Orwell www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/08/vaccines_what_if_all_the_silenced..
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COVID VACCINES PROVIDE MEAGER BENEFIT TO YOUNG KIDS, CDC REPORT SHOWS — MEDIA GET IT WRONG AGAIN Media

promoted this week’s Centers for Disease Control and Prevention report as justiVcation to compel parents to vaccinate their

children, but the report actually showed COVID vaccines have very little beneVt — and a risk that remains unknown and

unacknowledged by the authors. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccines-meager-beneVt-youn..  (04/22/22).

According to the German-based outlet Berliner-Zeitung, translated from German to English, ‘The number of rescue operations by

the Berlin Vre brigade involving the keywords ‘heart problems’ and ‘stroke’ rose sharply in 2021. This emerges from the response

of the Senate Interior Administration to a request from the SPD MP Robert Schaddach.

winepressnews.com/2022/04/21/death-shot-german-emergency-services-dema..  (04/21/22)
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Steve; apparently, you're still in good health. How is it that you haven't yet been taken out by this global "deadly plague" that has

allegedly killed HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS of people? What is your secret?
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juststeve: download COVID vaccination and age-stratiVed all-cause mortality risk - 4 or 5 sites are posting. Read fast 'til to you

get to table 2 in the back. Consider the story - these charts are telling!
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Many, like my friend whould have to admit that they were duped by Fauci, etc. and media. This woul mean they have to admit they

were wrong, absolute NO, NO. You never admit you were wrong , fooled. Even on their deathbed with admissions that Covid fear

was manufactured, will they ever admit they were wrong. Unfortunate for them and their families since they got the jab and all

boosters.
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I watched the video and it would be excellent to send to my adult children. Unfortunately, they have had three jabs and they don’t believe

me that they are dangerous. I cannot forward this onto them because the article doesn’t include the protocol to do once these shots

have been given. Fauci has way too much power along with his criminal conspirators, i.e. the pharmaceutical companies and global

elites. I am hoping they get caught out and get put away in jail for the rest of their lives. They have knowingly murdered people and

ruined people’s lives. I live somewhat in dread, especially for my 37 year old son, knowing he has a ‘time-bomb’ in his body waiting to go

off. Thank you for your work Dr Mercola.
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I have always been susceptible to colds. (Which are usually coronavirus.) Until recently, the only thing that seemed to protect me

from constantly getting sick was garlic. Ever since the vaccine rollout, I have felt as if I'm under continuous attack from colds,

resulting in my consumption of massive amounts of garlic to keep from getting sick. I speculate that most of these attacks are

from spike proteins shed by vaccinated people around me. Not everyone has noticed these ill effects of being exposed to the

vaccinated people, but my weakness against colds may be the reason I'm susceptible. One month ago I started taking 20 mg

methylene blue daily from the Amazon seller CZTL. I haven't needed garlic since, so it seems to be effective against the spikes;

and - I'm just speculating here. - it may possibly help the vaccinated.
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Mark, I’ve had numerous colds this winter, a ridiculous number of mild colds. Of course I’ve been meeting jabbed people daily.

Never had that in my life ever. So, you are not speculating. Stefanie Seneff has said it over and over: the jabbed can shed

exosomes through their lungs.
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Yes mark. Alliogenous vegetables, such as garlic (Allium sativum L.), onions, shallots, leeks and chives, have been used for many

years for food consumption and medicinal purposes. Historical medical texts have noted the therapeutic applications of garlic as

an antitumor, laxative, diuretic, antibacterial, and antifungal agent. SpeciVcally, garlic's antitumor abilities date back 3,500 years

as a chemotherapeutic agent used in Egypt. Other beneVcial effects of garlic consumption include lowering blood pressure,

blood cholesterol, sugar, and lipids. The processing and aging of garlic results in the production of non-toxic organosulfur

by-products. These sulfur-containing compounds, such as allicin, diallyl sulVde, diallyl disulVde, diallyl trisulVde, alliin,

S-allylcysteine, and S-allylmercaptocysteine, affect various stages of carcinogenesis.

The anticancer mechanisms of action of these garlic-derived phytochemicals include alteration of mitochondrial permeability,

inhibition of angiogenesis, enhancement of antioxidant and proapoptotic properties, and regulation of cell proliferation. All of

these effects of the sulfur compounds in garlic have been shown in various human cancers. The intention of this bibliographic

research is to explore the potential of garlic-derived products and bioactive organosulfur compounds as chemopreventive and

chemotherapeutic agents against cancer.

This research uses systematic review criteria and critical analyzes published in vitro, in vivo and clinical studies. Concerns and

limitations that have arisen in previous studies regarding measurement standards, bioavailability, and method of administration

are addressed. In general, it is hoped that through this systematic and comprehensive review, future researchers will be able to

familiarize themselves with the updated data collected on the anticancer properties of garlic and its phytoconstituents.

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1044579X20302595  (2021)
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THE VACCINE FATALITY RATE - A CONVERSATION WITH DR. SPIRO PANTAZATOS www.bitchute.com/.../L7lXKcdinG3p
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Prayer is still the best for cases like this.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Most allopathic doctors are so indoctrinated that most still can't see the forest for the trees, on the issue of COVID and the COVID death

shots. For many of us lay people who have researched and studied modern (medieval) medicine, (some for decades) we were able to

recognise the signs of lies and coercion immediately and never succumbed to the narrative of mask wearing, anti-social distancing or

the fear pron that was spread and continues to expand. Thank goodness with the levels of BS, becoming more and more ridiculous, it is

helping to wake many people up.
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Booster shot = "The Vrst few shots didn't kill you; so we have to keep trying...perhaps this one"!
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Very true Randy, let's put a little humor for the immune system with Friday Jokes Robert W. Malone MD,

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/friday-funnies-2e6?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo1MTA..  (04/22/22)
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What Is COVID Injection Fatality Rate?
Analysis by Tessa Lena

Dr. Spiro Pantazatos is a researcher at Columbia University who recently co-authored a study on “vaccine-induced fatality rate”)

His initial reaction to the COVID pandemic was 100% mainstream, and it was the data (and his scientiVc integrity) that compelled him to

change his mind

)

Dr. Spiro Pantazatos believes that the risk associated with COVID injections is comparable to the risk associated with getting COVID in

2020, with the injection risks increasing with each dose

)

His message for the fellow scientists is to Vnd their voice and stop being silent)
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clindesbcglobal
Joined On 7/2/2008 12:46:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really don't understand all these side affects some are having. I think it must depend on the person's health before getting the

shots or something as i got two shots and one booster with no recognizable affects at all. But I do not take any prescription

meds which could possibly be causing the problem for some. I don't really know but I am 83 . After reading this I will not get

another and be thankful I had no side affects.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Randy, Robert Malone did a recent Planet Lockdown interview, this one dives in depth, nearly 2 hrs long. Dr Malone goes into

details about his medical ethics training, his career and his understanding of skipped safety trials that will turn yer head around,

if not your stomach too. Have extra time? Dr. Robert Malone on Planet Lockdown - www.bitchute.com/.../gtTbvWk5psFO  - highly

informative, worth listening to this interview.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the link, Gui. Clindes; One fact of this 'game', is that there are many different lots/batches, that contain different

ingredients, which "target" different groups. Also; one size never "Vts all". What one person can handle, could kill another,

depending on genes, health, etc. There are many factors. The "nanobot shots" seem to have two main purposes. One is to

signiVcantly reduce the population and the other is to prep humanity for the Transhumanism agenda. Either way - the globalists

win!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, Rreal. I already have over 400 videos in my covid library. What's one more! I'll have a look.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

9:30 minute mark - Wasn't the decrease in all-cause mortality in early 2021 the result of the CDC taking that mortality, and falsely

dumping it into to the Vnal Vnal mortality of 2020? I recall the Vrst reports for all-cause mortality at the end of 2020 were not changed...

Then, didn't the CDC later revise it? I believe to create the illusion of vaccine ewcacy?
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karlspid
Joined On 6/16/2008 5:09:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

maybe he should try The British Medical Journal who have for a long time complained of Covid vaccine lack of data and called for

transparency and most recently highlighted in The illusion of evidence based Medicine” the corruption by corporate interests, failed

regulation, and commercialisation of academia: “ www.bmj.com/.../bmj.o702  and commented that”the release into the public domain

of previously conVdential pharmaceutical industry documents has given the medical community valuable insight into the degree to

which industry sponsored clinical trials are misrepresented”
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The beneVt to risk ration was always known early on in the scamdemic. IF people would have listened to Ioannidis just how many did

not have to die or be maimed or lose jobs etc
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Minor correction? Risk:beneVt analysis was known only by a group of "fringe epidemiologists" according to Dr. Collins at the NIH.

Similar to Justin Trudeau's reference to a small fringe group of Canadian truckers...the politicization of health care is one of the

most egregious underpinnings coming into the light of day - and emerging out of this plandemic, as it has been occurring behind

the curtain for years now.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RIGHT rreal! The fringe element like those with the Great Barrington Declaration too :) I would add to your mention about

"egregious underpinnings" coming to light is the "fact" not ONE perp responsible for all of this devastation to humanity has been

remotely held to account (we know who they are too) Not ONE! Granted this has been an issue long before 2020, but since 2020

the sheer lack of accountability is on steroids for all to see. When you take in into consideration the totality of what has been

done with humanity since the whu-ku was released it's astounding not ONE perp has been held accountable. How is that not the

deVnition of insanity! The same people are in the same positions, and if they retire they simply choose a similar replacement and

take a well paying consulting gig. Fauci is a brazen as ever and probably fades away at worst into a cushy well funded pension

paid by you and I. American justice at it's Vnest!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here are some answers. This is for you and everyone, just posted up interview w Dr Ryan Cole - "Synthetic Material Inside MRNA

Vaccines Causes Spike Protein Production to Possibly Last for Months" - www.bitchute.com/.../8RUAVHi5KDoj
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks on the Cole video. I watched it last eve on Epochtv.com. Again...not ONE perp responsible for it all in over 27 months plus

held remotely accountable for what Cole mentions as well as all the collateral damage to humanity. Tonight at 6 pm eastern

Epochtv has Dr. Urso on talking about the vast corrupt nature of what Pharma has done. Many of us know the depth of

corruption, but I'm sure Urso will have some interesting things to say.
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lco2589
Joined On 2/25/2019 4:39:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This guy is still hugely underestimating the deaths and permanent disabilities due to the injections. The cancers, liver, pancreas, kidney

damage. The Alzheimer's, Multiple Sclerosis and other neurological diseases. The heart disease strokes and other vascular damage will

all be hidden from his view because they will not be seen as related to the shots if they disable and eventually people slowly enough.

Yet the victims would not have had these diseases and would not have died so young without taking the injections. And do you realize

the "vaccine" mandates are not over? People, workers, are still having their careers destroyed. I was Vred in February. Many others are

still being informed that their employers have just now created mandates and are just starting the process of being terminated.

Just because the media doesn't cover something doesn't mean it isn't happening! Most of the public just wants the whole "covid" thing

over with and are willing to turn a blind eye to the plight of many of us whose lives have been stolen by employers and local/state

governments who are using it as an excuse to bully us into submitting to injections. Many of my former coworkers submitted and live in

fear for their health and lives now. There were grown men who cried over the whole ordeal but gave in and took the injections.

Others of us were treated brutally by employers we, just months prior, had affection and loyalty for. It's a taste of what the Jewish

people endured leading up to WWII in Germany. I want to know how many, what percent, of the American public took these injections.

I'm aware certain batches were highly deadly and debilitating while other batches seemed to have few immediate consequences. But I

want to know what percent took them. I want to know where the least percent who naively gave in live. Because I want to move there as

soon as possible. This is dangerous to live in an area where, according to the government, 80-90% of people actually took these.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not nearly as many as advertised. Remember Bill Gates, a major vaccine investor, paid-off mainstream media to propagandize

nearly all reporting. Best number I heard was about 40% of those eligible for the booster shot #3 actually took these in the US.

However, if 52% actually took the initial shots, then 40% of 52% leads to a much lower overall number.
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feelingood99
Joined On 7/26/2012 10:36:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes and it’s remarkable how many people do not associate their post shot health issues with the shots in the Vrst place. I know

multiple people suddenly with cancer, one who was already blind in one eye before covid, and then lost a lot of vision in the other

eye 1 month after a booster... Another had breast cancer shortly after the initial shots then a stroke a few weeks after a booster -

none have made any association with the shots. I have told a few of them from the beginning how dangerous these shots likely

are and actually had to suggest that they consider not getting any more boosters. It’s truly perplexing…
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lco2819 - One more tidbit to consider, most shots given still not optimized for the "omnicron" variant. Therefore mostly useless

toxins being injected into humans that are known to perform well under the 50% ewcacy required for any approval, including

EUA. The US FDA seems to thrive on illegal and immoral suggestions and roll-outs, you may want to consider joining one of the

class-action suits being formed.
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Anggerek
Joined On 3/9/2010 4:26:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can we have the link to the video interview above, please?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THE VACCINE FATALITY RATE - A CONVERSATION WITH DR. SPIRO PANTAZATOS. www.bitchute.com/.../L7lXKcdinG3p  .
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darbar
Joined On 5/29/2021 5:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Was watching Bill Gates’ TED talk where he literally states in plain English we should be able to REDUCE the world’s population by

10-15% through vaccines, healthcare and reproductive services. Yet people still doubt the ultimate goal?
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This person doesn't doubt the goal....
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An my ex friend still believes he is God! Has done so much good for all mankind! Main reason we are no longer friends, I critized

him.
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In reality I believe these vaccines were designed as we are seeing them. That is a very good possibility to create death to many. If you

truly understand the minds of globalists and have Vgured out that they prefer millions die to lesson the strain on our planet. Ignorance

and evil thinking is all I can say. The Bill Gates of the world fully believe there are too many people on their planet earth. They are also

the ones that are creators of the climate change mentality which is not real but they have many folk believing it is. God knows that

Covid and their vaccines have been doing their part.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But, his private jet does not contribute to climate change like our cars do!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is my understanding that this is not limited to the pharmaceutical industry publications; that the same argument must be made

against many other areas of scientiVc publishing; a good example being all big bang science. What is in the process now is what will

become a World Wide complete collapse in conVdence for the integrity of science, related journals and publishers . . . It will take many

years to renew.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes ChrisColes. We must also considerThe “Gell-Mann Amnesia effect” was coined by Michael Crichton, MD to describe the

experience of encountering unreliable information in main stream media and the “approved narrative” in your area of expertise,

and knowing by Vrst person experience that this narrative is wrong. And then suspending your own critical thinking skills and

trusting these same type of “experts” (legacy/mainstream “approved” media) in another area outside of your expertise. DON'T BE

BRAIN DEAD. By Robert W Malone MD rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/dont-be-brain-dead?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo1MTA..

 (27/12/2022) The documents that appear in the databases go through a review process, but said review may be interfered with

by the interests of groups that Vnance the information.

We have veriVed this in this false pandemic where prestigious magazines are managed by the forces of power. The documents

published on the Internet did not have in principle any quality control mechanism and anyone can publish in this medium without

having experience or expertise in the subject but currently they are controlled by fact checkers and the center of digital hate (

CCHR)
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Add to this climate change ramblings. Consider, for example, what was called THE Montana Flood, which carved out a lot of

landscape of the Northwest. Drive up Blewitt Pass, between Eastern and Western Washington and you'll Vnd clam shells where

you'd not expect them. Go to Quincy, Washington and places near it (Mattawa, etc.) and you'll Vnd deep layers of diatomaceous

earth ( fossilized remains of diatoms, a type of hard-shelled protist) left by the kooding and release. Initially, it was claimed the

above all came about from a single kood. Now, it's indicated the experts were wrong and the koods repeated over and over again,

as ice built into dams, melted, released the water, built again, released. . . . In other words, climate change (SURPRISE) goes back

long before Henry Ford destroyed the planet with Model A's and T's.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dejure You need to read; Earth's Shifting Crust by Charles Hapgood which sets out in great detail how the so called ice ages are

caused by changes in the levels of ice above sea level, changing the dynamics of the rotation of the planet, in turn causing the

crust of the planet to slide over the underlying layers. That while the angle of tilt of the rotational axis remains the same, the

movement of the crust changes the location of the North and South Poles, relative to where they are today. For example, during

the last ice age, the North Pole was located between Hudson Bay and the Southern tip of Greenland. Again, that there is evidence

of the poles being once located at what we today describe as the Equator.

That the increase of the diameter of the planet at the equator caused by the rotation of the planet create conditions where these

movements dramatically change recorded sea levels. For example, here where I live in East Hampshire in the UK, we walk upon

the surface of what was once a warm ocean; where the chalk beneath our feet is up to 1,000 feet thick, and the chalk streams

create an anglers paradise. There are many reasons why we have to recognise that these events have regularly repeated every

20,000 - 40,000 years; so as such, regular changes in the location of the poles may have also created the layers you can see at

the surface today.
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noah11
Joined On 8/29/2010 8:16:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CDC issues alert about hepatitis cases in kids: The CDC issued a nationwide health alert Thursday, 4/20/22, about serious hepatitis

cases in young children for which the cause is not known. Federal owcials are investigating nine Alabama cases of hepatitis in children

ages 1-6 who were hospitalized between October and February with signiVcant liver injury All were previously healthy, owcials said, and

two required liver transplants. There are no reported deaths. North Carolina also had to cases in school-aged children, both of whom

subsequently recovered.
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geefree
Joined On 4/9/2011 3:53:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Saskatchewan , Canada which is aprox. 84 percent vaxed , they have set up 27 HIV clinics and mailed out home test kits , do

you think going to be a problem??
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These so called vaccines have no good purpose. Unless you receive a placebo, your health and life are at great risk if you get any of

these kill shots. Many get placebos as it would be obvious the shots were poison if they didn't give some placebos. From my research, I

wouldn't take one of these shots for a million dollars. Under no circumstances would I give these shots to anyone and especially

children.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM
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And that is the great deception, the placebos are keeping to frogs in the slow boiling pot!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/23/2022 10:22:44 AM
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God Bless this man, he has ethics. I hope that he does not suffer for what he has been ready to state.
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Joined On 5/4/2020 12:28:48 AM
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Obviously a very decent man who is accepting the responsibility of trying to make a difference by advocating the truth and scientiVc

method. There is one large piece of data that I think Dr. Pantazatos has unavoidably left out: When he compares the fatality rate of the

vax to that of covid he is accepting the govt's statistics on covid deaths.  There is a lot of data indicating that many other-cause deaths

have been fraudulently attributed to covid. I've forgotten the name of the State senator who is also a doctor-- his evidence and video are

especially compelling.
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Drs..." The Benits outweigh the Risks " .......
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The same type of analysis needs to be done for those people who received Remdesevir.
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Dear Tessa - As always, I appreciate the insights you bring to understanding the cataclysm unfolding around us. This article is no

exception. In South Africa, where I live, there are also too few people, especially scientists, who have the courage to speak out against

the evil cabal. My discipline is philosophy, and I have been writing against the globalists since the beginning of the plandemic. Here is

just one recent example of the kind of thing that I write, but there are many others, including full-length articles:

leftlockdownsceptics.com/2022/04/relativising-insanity/?doing_wp_cron=..
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Dr. Pantazatos walks the same path Dr Judy Mikovits of being discredited because she cared to go against the corruption in the

scientiVc world. Remembering Mikovits was even arrested and wrongful imprisoned for Vve days, she she was released as charges

were dropped. No she's champions against Fauci's conclusions and Presidential recommendations of SARS-COV-2, she has become

Enemy No 1. Just like Patriots who believe in President Trump, being imprisoned simply for being present in a public space at the

Capitol. The world Vght against the Elite Cabal is long and extremely dangerous for everyone who crosses Fauci's playbook.
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Trying to Vgure out how to unmute Mercola's videos! Even went to the link on Bitchute ~ still muted.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do other videos produce sound? How about music playlists?  I have a macbook pro with the headphone output connected to a

sound system. Everytime the computer goes to sleep, to get the sound back I have to unplug it, and plug it back in. Strange....
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